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Introduction

This is the first cardiovascular conference to be held in Snowmass-at-Aspen and it seemed fitting that we start with the effects of hypoxia on the heart and lungs. The information obtained from high altitude studies has provided
a better understanding of the effects of hypoxia on cardiovascular performance, and by integrating these observations with those obtained in patients with various diseased states, it should be possible to develop a more sophisticated appreciation of the effects of hypoxia. The conference has been arranged in a manner that hopefully will provide a provocative learning experience and time for an enthusiastic interchange of ideas. The continuous help and advice of Dr. S. GILBERT BLOUNT, Jr. in developing this conference is gratefully acknowledged.

I am particularly indebted to my secretary, Mrs. MARILYN LEeK, for her help in the preparations and arrangements for this conference, as well as Miss MARY ANN McINERNY and Mr. WILLIAM NELLIGAN of the American College of Cardiology who helped coordinate the meeting. In addition, appreciation is expressed to Mrs. JUDY DEBORD for her help in editing the manuscripts.

I, also, would like to thank Geigy Pharmaceuticals, Division of Geigy Chemical Corporation, Ardsley, New York, Hoechst Pharmaceutical Company, Division of American Hoechst Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio, Ives Laboratory, New York, New York, and the Colorado-Wyoming Regional Medical Program, for educational grants which supported in part this program.
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